INSPIRE TABLET PROGRAM
FACILITY BENEFITS
The introduction of the inmate tablet into the world of corrections
brings a new wave of benefits for both staff and facilities.

With phone and video visitation capabilities, educational content, access to a law library,
and more at the touch of their fingertips, inmates are moved less often. This results in fewer
confrontations, a decrease in violence, and less opportunity for distributing contraband.

Inspire is a hardened, wireless device, with five distinct elements
of layered security, that transforms how inmates spend their time,
how corrections officers handle their job duties, and how friends
and family members communicate with incarcerated loved ones.

100,000 tablets in
correctional facilities

By providing applications that build self-reliance and self-esteem, the Inspire tablet program
introduces powerful incentives for promoting positive behavior within the inmate population.
Significant decreases in inmate-on-inmate assaults, inmate-on-officer assaults, and rule and
behavior code violations are some of the outcomes of instituting an inmate tablet program.
Whether inmates behave better for the privilege of using the tablet or whether the tablet’s applications offer enjoyable entertainment that keep them occupied and out of trouble, one thing is
certain—Inspire is a far more useful innovation than correctional facilities ever thought possible.

87,500 messages
sent per day

In addition to keeping inmates calmer, thereby reducing the strain on officers, the Inspire tablet
program offers facilities the ability to save time, money, and staff hours. The tablet features a
document reader, the ability to submit requests or file grievances, and access to other applications designed to put the responsibility on inmates instead of officers. This allows facilities to
go paperless and to automate repetitive and costly administrative tasks, leaving staff with more
time to focus on what’s important—security and control.

1,000,000 usage
minutes per day

20,000,000 minutes
of staff time saved this
year by going paperless

INSPIRE TABLET PROGRAM
INMATE BENEFITS

Inmate tablets have revolutionized the world of corrections, allowing inmates to
communicate more, have better access to education, and use their time constructively.

The Inspire tablet program calms the corrections environment by helping inmates turn
long stretches of idle, negative time into active, engaging, and productive time. The result
is an inmate population that is more tranquil, less anxious, and less aggressive.

GTL’s tablet program is a simple yet effective way to increase efficiency for facility staff while creating more opportunities to connect inmates to their
friends and family—a true win-win for any facility. Secure phone calls, video visits, and messages allow inmates to stay connected with their loved
ones. But Inspire is more than a powerful communication device. It offers inmates the opportunity for personal development, responsibility, and
self-improvement. The platform features customized applications in the areas of communication, entertainment, efficiency, and education, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone Calls
Video Visits
Educational Content
Job & Life Skills
Law Library
Games
eBooks

• Movies
• Music
• Newsfeed
•	Messaging (including photo and
video attachments)
• Commissary Ordering
• Electronic Requests & Grievances

The Inspire tablet program offers inmates a chance to have some measure of control over their lives. The tablets offer small, safe areas of choice and
responsibility to inmates, which has a calming effect on inmate social dynamics and reduces overall risk for staff. In addition, higher levels of educational opportunity and communication with family and friends have been shown to have positive effects on reducing the recidivism rate. Inspire can
help prepare inmates for life after release, increasing the possibility that they will become contributing members of society once they are released.
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